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Abstract. Since astronauts on future deep space missions will be exposed to dangerous radiations, there is a need to accurately 
model ~he tra,nsport 01 ra~l~tl~n through shleldmg materials and to estimate the received radialion dose. In response to this need a 
three dimensional deterTnlnlstlc code for space radiation transport is now under development. The new code GRNTRN is based on 
a Gree,n's ~nClion solution .of the Boltzmann transport equation thai is constructed in the form of a Neu~ann seri~s . Analytical 
approKlm,ahons WlI,I be obl~med for ',he first three terms of the Neumann series and the remainder will be estimated by a non
perturbatlve technique . This work dISCUSses progress made to date and exhibrts some computations based on the first two 
Neumann series terms. 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 
A recent National Research Council Report 
on the management of space radiation risk 
[1] highlights the need for an accurate and 
efficient three dimensional radiation 
transport code to determine and verify 
shielding requirements. According to this 
report, predictions derived from radiation 
transport calculations need to be tested 
using a common code for laboratory and 
space measurements that have been 
validated with accelerator results. Studies 
by Wi lson et al. [2,3] have identified Green's 
function techniques as the likely means of 
generating efficient high charge and energy 
(HZE) shielding codes that are suitable for 
space engineering and are capable of being 
validated in laboratory experiments. In 
consequence, a laboratory code designed 
to simulate the transport of heavy ions 
through one or more layers of material was 
developed at NASA Langley Research 
Center [2,4.5.6.7] . It was based on a 
Green's function model as a perturbation 
series with non-perturbative corrections. 
This early code used a scale factor to 
equate range-energy relations of one 
material thickness into an equivalent 
amount of another material, and proceeded 
to perform the transport calculations in the 
new material (8]. Th is method proved to be 
acceptable for use wi th low-resolution 
detectors [6 ,9], but is unsuited for high
resolution measurements. Range and 
energy straggling, multiple Coulomb 

scattering and energy downshift and 
dispersion associated with nuclear events 
were also lacking from the prior solutions. In 
recent publications [10 ,1 1], it has been 
shown how these effects can be 
incorporated into the multiple fragmentation 
perturbation series leading to the 
development of a new Green's function 
code GRNTRN (a GReeN's function code 
for ion beam TRaNsport). GRNTRN has 
accurately modeled the transport of ion 
beams through multilayer materials 
[9,12,13] and unlike earlier codes it does not 
make use of range scaling. It is, however, 
deficient in that no account is taken of the 
variation of particle flux with angle since the 
code is purely one dimensional. The present 
paper strives to remove this deficiency by 
using generalizations of previous work to 
develop a fully three dimensional GRNTRN 
code and reports on progress made towards 
that end. 

2.0 BODY 
Consideration is given to the transport of 
high charge and energy ions through a 
three-dimensional convex region V , that is 
bounded by a smooth surface av , and is 
fi lled with a target material. It is assumed 
that av is subject to a boundary condition 
of the form 
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where 0 (Xb, Q.,E) is a prescribed function , 

and Xb is a point on the boundary. It is 
required that Q . n(xb ) < 0, where n(xb ) is 

the unit outward normal at X b E av , and the 

index j takes on values from 1 to N , where 

N is the number of ions in the model. 
¢j (x,Q,E) is the flux of j-type ions with 

atomic mass Aj' at x E V , moving in the 

direction n with energy E in units of 
MeV/amu. 

2.1 Transport Theory 
According to Wilson [14] , the flux is given by 
the transport integral equation 

." ft (!!,!!', E", E')?, (x" + p"!!, !!', E'), (2) 

where p = x·Q , x'= x - (p - p ')Q is the 

point where the ray through x in the 
direction n enters V , 5/£) is the stopping 

power, Ij (£ ) is the nuclear attenuation 

function and (Jjk (Q.,Q. ',E, E ') is the 

production cross section for j-type ions with 
energy £ and direction Q. by the collision 
of k-type ions with energy E ' and direction 
Q ' . In addition Ej and £ " are defined by 

EJ = EJ(p - p ',E) : II/ [II/ E) + p - p'L and 

E " = Jlj (p - p·,E) where Rj (E) is the usual 

range-energy relation . 

The production cross sections used in th is 
paper are based on S. R. Blattnig's model , 
which is fully described in reference (1 7). 
They are given by the approximation 

(Jjk (Q.,Q.k,E,Ek) 

=" ft (F, )/, (F, F, )/n(!! ,!!" F , ), (3) 

where 

. ( (E,- E,- E),) cxp - 2" 

I , (E,E , ) = 2~ y,.-p( (4) 

(2;r)' ar,.P" 

and (Jjk (Ek ) is the total cross section. In 

these equations, III p is the proton rest 

mass, YL and A are parameters associated 

with the Lorentz transformation from the 
fragment reference frame to the lab frame, 
8 = cos-1(n ·n k ) is the lab frame scattering 

angle, Es is the lab frame energy shift, and 

(J the corresponding fragment momentum 
width [15,16]. 

By introducing the field vector 

<l>(x ,!!,E) = [¢j (x ,!!,E)] , (6) 

the fragmentation operator ::: 

N _ 

I~·<I>J .(x,!!,E) = "f dE'f d!! ' 
. J £... F. 4.0-

k>j . 

." ft (!!,!! " E,E i? (x,!!', Ei , (7) 

and the linear transport operator L 

[L· f (!! " E,)I/ x, x ",!!, E ) 

P.(E") S' .(E ") 
= ' , f (!! E ") (6) 

Ij (E) Sj (E) j' , 

the transport integral equation can be 
expressed in the operator form 

where Q represents the integral with 
respect to p " . Since Eq. (9) is a Volterra 
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type integral equation, it admits the 
Neumann series solution [10] 

" " 
<l> = L(QL ~)"· G o F =LG " F (10) 

,,: 0 

where F is the boundary flux vector and for 
n;;:: ! , 

In this solution, the term GO. F represents 
the primary flux vector and the term Gn

• F 
represents the flux of the n'h generation of 
secondary ions produced. 

\Nhen the boundary condition (1) takes the 
special form 

O. 
¢j (x., !!,E) = ;; 0(1 - 12·12, ) 

'0(£ - £, )5(,. - x, ) (12) 

where S is the 'surface delta function' on 
av , the solution of Eq. (2) is called the 
Green's function and is denoted by the 
symbol Gjm (x, xo, f! ,f!o, £,I:..""o ). Once the 

Green's function is known, the solution for 
an arbitrary boundary condition (1) can be 
obtained from the formula 

¢, (x ,!!,£ ) = [G · Fj/x,n , £ ) 

The summation is taken over k ;;:: j (instead 

of k > .l) to account for the primary ion 
spectrum. 

2,2 The Zero Order Green's Function 
The zero order Green's function is the first 
term in the Neumann series (10) with the 
unit boundary condition (12). On taking 
account of energy straggling, as described 

in [10] and (11), it can be shown that the 
zero order Green's function takes the form 

(14) 

where E", = E", (p- p ',E) and, by definition, 

E. = E.(p - p ', 1:.~ ) = IIm-' [lIm (£, )- (p - p')] 

is the mean energy at depth (p - p 1 g/cm2 

of an m-type ion that entered the transport 
material with energy lio MeV/amu, and 

s", (p - p', 1:..""0 ) is the corresponding energy 
straggling width. 

'IMlen the boundary condition takes the 
more general form (1), the primary flux is 
given by 

¢i (x ,n , F.) = [G' . FJ/x,!!, I' ) 

=f dx,f dil, f"d£, av 4ir k' 

·G; (x, x" n ,n " E, 1:.~ )r.; (xo , no, E;, ), (15) 

which, in general, needs to be evaluated 
numerically. In the accelerator beam model 
described below however, Eq. (15) can be 
approximated analytically and a closed form 
expression obtained for the zero order 
primary flux. The result obtained in this case 
is called the broad zero order Green's 
function . 

Since ion beam experiments play an 
important role in analyzing the shielding 
requirements against dangerous space 
radiations, there is interest in modeling the 
propagation of linear accelerator beams 
through potential shielding materials. A 
simple model can be constructed by 
assuming that the accelerator beam 
consists of m-type ions with mean energy 
~ MeVlamu and mean direction f!o ' It is 

further assumed that the beam has 
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Gaussian profiles in both angle and energy 
and that it enters the material at points that 
are distributed in a Gaussian manner about 
the mean point of entry xo. In order to 
accomplish this, it is assumed that the 
boundary iW is defined by the single
valued, continuously differentiable 
parametric equations 
()V={ X· X = X(II , V), lIs '5: // '5: II" Vy '5: v '5: v, } , in 

which case the element of surface area is 
given by dS = la.x x a ,.xldudv and the 

surface delta function is given by 

8(x - x,) = la,x, xa,xl' 0(11 - II, )O(V- v, ) . 

The boundary condition (1) may then be 
assumed to take the Gaussian form 

. { (1I. -IIY +(v. - vY } . { ·exp - ~ exp 
2s -, 

(16) 

where Xb = Xb( Ub, Vb )' S .. 'Sn and sl! are the 
spreads in space, angle and energy 
respecti vely, and Kn , K" are normalization 
constants. It should be observed that in the 
limit as s .. ,sn,sE -70 , the boundary 
condition (16) reduces to the Green's 
function boundary condition (12). 

Equation (16) may now be substituted into 
Eq. (15) and the resulting integrals 
approximated by the mean value theorem 
and saddle point techniques discussed in 
[10] . The primary flux, which in this case is 
called the broad zero order Green's function 
C; .. (x,xo,fi , fio, E , Eo), is then given by the 

expression 

4JfK, Kn la,x x a,.x 'I s, 'sns~ (p - p', E, ) 

where 

{ 
"'(';"','--""',,),,' _+,,( v_'_- _v,,,)_' } ·cxp - -

2s ' , 

. r (I - llll, )') 
cxpr 2s

Q
' f 

·cxp '" ° 
{ 

IE-£ (p-p ',E )I'} 
2 s~ (p- p',EY 

' ( 'E)' ( ' E )' s", p-p ,':'o = s .. P-P ,'o 

(17) 

(18) 

2.3 The First Order Green's Function 
The first order Green's function is given by 
the second term of the Neumann series (10) 
with the unit boundary condition (12). Since 
boundary condition (12) is a special case of 
the boundary condition (16), only the latter 
will be discussed. It may be recalled that 
the first generation fragment flux is 
determined by the formula 
G1 = (Q . L·~) · GO . Therefore, on replacing 

GO by the broad zero order Green's 

function Gb and expanding the result, it is 
found that the broad first order Green's 
function is given by the expression 

C~(x, xo, !l,no,E, E~ ) = 

P (E ")5 (E") _ 
·f ' d of j f dE f dQ 

p' P ~. (E)S/E) E' 1 4.. I 

. H[- Q I . R( XI ')JO"} .. (O, 0 1' E~, E , ) 

la.xl 'xa"x, 'l s,,2sns~ (p, "- PI ',Eo) 
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where P "- X"·!! x ' - x"-(p "-P ')!! is I - I' 1 - I I 1 

the point where the ray through x", in the 
direction fi 1 enters v. E", = Em (Pl "-PI ',E1 } , 

Em = Em(Pl"- PI ',Eo} is the mean energy at 

depth (A "- PI ') g/cm2 of an m-type ion that 
entered the transport material with energy 

Eo MeViamu, and S!(PI "- PI ',Eo) is the 
corresponding energy width. 

The expression in Eq . (19) can be evaluated 
by numerical quadrature, but this is 
computationa lly expensive and therefore it 
is desirable to construct an analytical 
approximation. This can be done by making 
use of Taylor's theorem, the mean value 
theorem, and saddle point techniques as 
described in [10] , and yields the result 

. exp _ 0 0 I { (U'-U)'+(V'-V)' } 
lo"xxo"x'i . 2s/ 

{ 
(l-Q .Qo)'}G" ( , ) 

-exp - 2s
r
/ JiP! p,p ' £ ' £0 ' (20) 

where 

c '"" (p*)s~ (p*) 

5 g'jm(P')' 

. exp J ~ -exp "" ~ , { (-g m(P)') (-g . (P')')}] 
2s~(p')- 2s~(p' ) -

(21) 

p * is the root of the equation g jm (p") = 0 , 

- -
gjm(p") = E~(p "- p , E~ ) - E~[E~(p"- p , E~ )J 

-E,(p -p",E), (22) 

S~ (p*) 2 =s!(p*-p', E~)2 + c:r 2YL 

{E. (p - p*, E, )I ' PcfE. (p - p' , E, )I' , (23) 

and 

(24) 

3.0 DISCUSSION 
To illustrate some of the theory presented 
above, the case in which the boundary flux 
consists of the m1h component of the 
Galactic Cosmic Ray (GCR) spectrum is 
discussed. Since the GCR is isotropic and 
spatially uniform, boundary condition (1) 
takes the special form 

¢/, •. n , E) = lijm F. (E). (25) 

where the spectra 1'", (£) are broad 

functions of energy. These have been 
modeled by Badhwar and O'Neil (1995) 
and made avai lable in tabular form at a 
number of solar maxima and minima 
between the years1958 and 1989. 

In these ci rcumstances, Eq. (15) for the 
primary flux takes the form 
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¢/ (x,Q,E)= [G' · Fl,(x,Q,E) 

I' (E ) 15 r (E) . H[-Q . n(x')1 m 'm J jm '. " 

P. (E) R.j2;s.(p-p',E,) 

{ 
IE-£ (P-P',E) I'} ·cxp .. \ . dE (26) 

2s. (p-p',E,) ' " 

and, with the help of Taylor's theorem and 
the mean value theorem, may be further 
approximated as 

¢/ (x,Q , E) . 15,.HL- Q ,"(X ')1 

. P. (E.)~.(E. ) I' (E ). (27) 
P. (E)S. (E) • • 

The first generation fragment flux also 
simplifies and is approximated by the 
expression 

¢;(x,!l, E) = [G ' . FJ/ x, Q,E) 

. HL- Q · n(x ')] 

. J -C' (p p' E E )1' (E IdE (28) j... , , , 0 '" 0 0 

where G~.'", (p , p',E, Eo)is the special case of 

G';, (p,p',E,t."'o ) for which S8 =0. 

3,1 GCR on a Half-Space 
In the first example to be considered, the 
target is an aluminum solid that occupies 
the half-space V = {(x ,y ,z) : z ~ O} whose 
boundary av is the xy - plane. The 

Cartesian components of the vector Q are 
given by !! = (sin ycosa,sin ysin a ,cosy) and 

are therefore completely determined by the 
polar angles r and a. The measured GCR 

56 Fe flux associated w ith the 1977 solar 
minimum [18] provides the boundary 
condition (25). The primary flux (27) then 
takes the form 

(// ",n,£) '" Ojm HLcos r ] 

. p. (E. ) S: (E. ) I' (E ) (29) 
p. (E) S. (E) • .' 

where E", =E", (z / cosy,E) and O-Sy< :r 12. 

Since the field is axisymmetric about any 
tine parallel to the z-axis, the fluxes of 
interest are functions of z,r, and E only. 

Figures 1 and 2 show the variation of the 
56 Fe primary flux with r and E at the 

points (0,0,0) and (0 ,0,5) respectively. 
Figure 3 provides a similar illustration for the 
first generation 160 fragments at the point 
(0 ,0,5) . 
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3.2 GCR on a Circular Cylinder 
In the second example to be considered, 
the target is the solid aluminum cylinder 
x2 + y2 ::;; 16 2 , 0 $; z $; 36 and again the 

boundary condition is provided by the 
measured GCR ~ Fe flux associated w ith 
the 1977 solar minimum . 

Figures 4 and 5 show the variation of the 
';6 Fe primary flux with y and E at the 

points (0,0,0) and (0,0,18) respectively , 
where the field is axisymmetric. Similar 
results for the first generation 160 fragment 
flux are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. 

The remaining figures deal with the flux at 
the point (14.0.9) where the field is no 
longer axisymmetric. Figures 8 and 9 show 
how the ';6 Fe primary flux varies with rand 
E when a = 0° and a = 90° respectively. 
Figures 10 and 11 provide a similar 
illustration of the 160 fragment flux. 
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4.0 CONCLUSION(S) 
In th is work, some progress toward the 
development of a fully three dimensional 
deterministic code for space radiation 
transport was discussed. Approximations 
were obtained for the first two terms of the 
Neumann series solution of the transport 
integral equation. The results were then 
illustrated by exhibiting the primary flux and 
the first generation 160 fragment flux in a 
half-space, and in a circular cylinder, due to 
the 56Fe component of the GCR. 

In future work an approximation for the third 
Neumann series term will be obtained and 
the Neumann series remainder estimated 
by a non-perturbative technique. Predictions 
made by the code will then be compared 
with the results of laboratory beam 
experiments and measured space data. 
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